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Dear Readers,
It is often the details that
make a product a quality
product. Ask yourself once
again why some manufac-
turers offer cheap devices
for the brake service. And
you will recognise that the
saving here is at the
expense of the customer.
This is not compatible with
our philosophy. We manu-
facture equipment for
workshop professionals,
who do good work and
therefore have to have
good devices. In this issue
we do not want to write
about our superior instru-
ment technology, but
using the example of peri-
pheral devices, we would
like to show you the diffe-
rences between various
couplings and suction
lance.

Have fun reading

Yours Werner Rogg

Safety is involved, and money is at stake -
brake fluid, which ages prematurely, causes
problems, costs time, costs nerves.
Therefore quality brake maintenance devi-
ces can differ immensely for example con-
tainer couplings on cheaper solutions.

ROMESS uses exclusively high quality
metal seals, which seal opened container
perfectly. The patented ROMESS suction

lance is unique: suction and return-flow are
both guided through a robust hose.
Therefore the liquid from the return flow is
not once again directly sucked in; the return
opening is height wise attached in the midd-
le of the lance. 
Optimally fixed, by the solidly screwed or

grooved cone, the lance is firm and upright
in the container. 

www.romess.de

Brake fluid 
longer fresh

Three quality characteristics of ROMESS devices that do not allow premature aging of your brake fluid and save you a lot of trou-
ble with dissatisfied customers: Left: a solid made screw cap with two rubber seals for large barrels; in the middle: the return port
positioned in the center of the suction rod. Right: quality aluminium cone for smaller containers, with grooves, which tightly clamps
into the opening and closes it airtight.

Some competitors do
this: basic and cheap. A
rubber wedge which sits
very loosely on the con-
tainer opening. - Air
enters. First, the brake
fluid ages prematurely.
Basic rubber hoses lead
to the device (left).
Another Weak point: suc-
tion and return-flow, the
suction tubes are located
at the same height.
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Biaxial angle measuring device

mounted wall bracket and allows the
angle measuring device 09709-10 a
space saving and convenient place to
store.

Correctly measuring an angle can be a
tricky matter. Especially if a measuring
instrument has to be re-adjusted. This
may take time ... 
Not with the biaxial angle measuring
device 09709-10 from ROMESS. It
automatically keeps the zero posi-
tion, because this is factory fixed.
This means that the user does not
have to concentrate on the horizons
deviation and its angle can be deter-
mined very quickly. This clever angel
measuring device with a measurement-
range from 0 to 90 degrees is protected
by an application patent. It is an all pur-
pose device, for example in mechanical
engineering. Also, when installing par-
king heaters, it brings invaluable
advantages. 
It is equipped with a USB interface,

allows the computerized processing of
the measured data and has a protecti-
ve shell. Now available: a practical sen-
sor accessory tray. It also consists of a

Zero position:
"zero problems"

Practical: The unit can be hung-up together with the
sensor. Suspended on the wall above the tray: a tidy
affair.

Industrial equipment example: simply place the sensor on the heating and read the values of the digital display - The
biaxial measuring device 09709-10 is very easy to handle.
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Real smart
The ultrasonic leak detector
20128 USM with analog style
digital display tracks effortlessly
the smallest leaks. Air, steam
and gas leaks with cross-sec-
tions up to less than 0.1
Millimeter can be easily found.
Now the leak detector is equip-
ped with a practical attachment;
an oval receiver nozzle (pictured
above) for the receiver, this
allows also reduced pressure
measurements - for example in
the suction area of the engine,
with top results. 

Recertified
For our customers, only the
best: Once again ROMESS was
recertified in accordance to DIN
EN ISO 9001:2008. The certifi-
cate confirms what ROMESS
users already know: Here is the
whole organization consistently
designated to the highest quality.

Free advice
Phone us and take advantage of
our free technical support. Our
automotive engineering experts
K.-U.Karsten (07720/9770-30)
and Daniel Küssner
(07720/9770-15) advise callers
not only in equipment issues but
also general questions and pro-
blems throughout the vehicle,
specifically on brakes. Or visit
our Face-book page and "like"
ROMESS.

INFO
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Uncopyable
Those who make purchasing decisions
only paying attention to the price, often
overlook important issues and regret
later: Essential components and opera-
ting principles of ROMESS devices are
patented - drastic measures are taken
against imitators. Because cheap manu-
facturers generally save on material
quality and workmanship the user is usu-
ally disappointed with his "best price"
device.

When customers
come back ...
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PremiumLine

BusinessLine

EcoLine

The best that the market has to offer. For
users who need a "continuous runner" for
their workshop.

Proven ROMESS technology at attractive
conditions designed to appeal workshop
professionals, who  want quality, but also
pay attention to the price.

Functional technology at a favorable price.
Users also benefit from the know-how of 
the market leader in brake maintenance.

Our current tip for the PremiumLine: S 15

The S 15 is an all-rounder in terms of its capacity designed for
daily usage, easily refilling justifies economical handling. Tank
capacity: 19 litres. This is of course also a device particularly well
suited for ABS.

Our current tip for the BusinessLine: S 20 DUO
The ROMESS S 20 DUO is an easy demountable brake mainte-
nance device for containers of up to 20 liters. This allows comforta-
ble servicing of hydraulic brake systems. The S 20 DUO version is
provided with a pre-drainage system, whereas the S 20 is without
pre-drainage.

Our current tip for the EcoLine: SE 8 B
The SE 8 B is the first ROMESS brake maintenance device in modu-
lar design. This brings significant cost advantages in shipping, becau-
se the device can be extremely compactly packaged. The customer
receives three modules and the device can be built together very
quickly. SE 8 B can be used with containers of up to 20 liters.

For ROMESS quality control is a management
issue: Werner Rogg (left) with electro mechanic
Wilfried Kleist, dealing with the production of the S2-
brake maintenance devices.

Five, even six times in one garage, the car was standing once again in
the workshop. Rework had to be done - soft brakes. 
Then the owner finally left the low priced brake fluid device standing in
the corner. He had nothing but trouble with it, because the
brakes of his customers' vehicles were not fully bled.
So he once again ordered ROMESS - the
brand of the professionals due
to patented technology,
without competitors, better
results when it comes to
bleeding a brake system
completely and accordin-
gly achieves an optimal
braking effect.
"Quality is when the
customer returns and
not the product "
ROMESS CEO Werner
Rogg grins friendly,
"The investment in our
equipment is always of
benefit" Our

concept ma-
kes us different from our
competition: Apart from the
superior technical interior the S 2 offers also
ideal storage space for collecting bottles.
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Brake system can be serviced easy and comfortable
with a ROMESS device. Step one: Attach the adapter
to the brake fluid tank.

Step three: The tube of the catch bottle is connected to
the outlet nipples and opened. The old brake fluid flows
into the catch bottle. A scale on the transparent collec-
ting bottle shows the quantity involved. This procedure
is quick, and your hands stay clean.

Step two: Start by pressing the "on" button. So that, the
filling procedure of the new brake fluid proceeds. At
the same time the old fluid is replaced and the brake
system is bled. Thus, the functional safety of the brake
system is guaranteed. "Soft brakes" are ruled out. This
is a clear competitive advantage for ROMESS becau-
se our technology is patent protected.

1 2 3

AUTUMN
SPECIAL

AS LONG AS
STOCK
LASTS! Now at a promotional price:

The Romess brake tool is required to activate and
deactivation the electro-mechanical rear parking
brake system so that the brake pads can be safely
replaced before the vehicle is taken back on the road.

The BFS is a brake fluid tester, measures the boi-
ling point of all brake fluids independently of the
brake fluid type, and works quickly and reliably.
With printer!

This test device determines the quality of brake
fluid quick and easy. LEDs illuminate depending on
the condition of the tested fluid.

TOP 1

BRAKETOOL

BFS 8906 
BFS 8907 
BFS 8909

BFTL 09

TOP 2 TOP 3

ROMESS: tough
to soft brakes


